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chapter one: ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES 

Vision for Burke Station 

We envision the future of Burke Station to be sustainable development that fosters a community with a 
high quality of life.  The design of the community will include mixed use, compact development with a 
variety of housing options that will preserve large areas of open space. All homes and buildings will meet 
high-energy standards and the community will incorporate the use of renewable energy systems. 
Alternative modes of transportation will be offered as a way for residents to rely less on the standard 
automobile and more on rail, bike, car-sharing, and walking. Furthermore, Burke Station will include many 
community spaces and gardens connected through trails and parks creating a safe, pedestrian friendly 
environment that all residents can enjoy. Burke Station will intentionally be designed to incorporate an 
interconnected set of ideals; environmental stewardship, reinvestment in public transit, affordable housing, 
a diverse community, and efficient use of the land. 

Process and Approach 

In communicating with other groups working on the Northeast Neighborhood it became clear that Burke 
Station will be its own development area. The Burke Station group visited the site to better understand the 
development area in the larger context. In addition, the Burke Station group took into consideration the 
Mayor’s interest in car-lite communities and focused on Vauban, Freiburg, one of Madison’s sister city.  

Overview of Chapters 

Transportation: 

Burke Station will be a transit-oriented development. The development will be multi-modal including, rail, 
bike, walking, as well as limited car access to residential streets. Streets will be pedestrian and bike-friendly 
as parking will be limited and street design will aim to calm traffic and reduce parking.  To facilitate car-lite 
lifestyles, options such as car sharing programs, shuttle buses, transit (rail and bus), and non-motorized 
transportation (e.g. biking and walking) will exist. 

Housing: 

Housing will be an integral part of Burke Station. In order to create a vibrant community, the development 
must attract a diverse population to the area. Burke Station will offer affordable housing options. 
Additionally, because this development will decrease the residents’ needs for cars, and reduce utility costs, 
the amount of money they have to spend on housing should increase. Furthermore, the neighborhood 
association will work with developers, governmental programs, and non-profit organizations to provide 
specific types of housing, such as: graduate student housing, senior housing, and co-housing.  

Office & Commercial: 

In order to support a transit-oriented, car-lite development, it is necessary to ensure that residents will be 
able to meet their daily needs within walking distance of their homes. Keeping this in mind, the office and 
commercial space will be located near dense residential areas and the inclusion of live/work units will be a 
required part of the housing mix. Businesses aimed at meeting daily needs include, but are not limited to: 
grocery stores, food co-ops, dry cleaners, florists, restaurants, retail, etc. Locally-based, private businesses 
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will be the focus of the Burke Station business sector, however, chain stores will selectively be used to 
anchor the community businesses.  

Green Building Design: 

The neighborhood will be designed to create low-impact development and facilitate human interaction 
within the community and natural environments. The design, construction, and operation of buildings 
consume a significant portion of available energy and resources. Energy and resource consumption can be 
radically reduced through efficient building design, specification of sustainable materials, utilization of 
efficient systems, context-sensitive site planning, and proactive approaches to community design. Burke 
Station buildings will aim to facilitate social activity and create a sense of community.  

Renewable Energy Systems: 

The Burke Station neighborhood will be designed to integrate increased energy efficiency standards and 
renewable energy options throughout the community. All homes and businesses will be built to meet 
renewable energy standards and to maximize passive energy abilities. Zoning and policy will be written to 
encourage the use of solar, wind, and other renewable energy opportunities. Alternative energy systems 
will be fully incorporated into the neighborhood design in ways that serve multiple uses and contribute to 
the sense of place within the community. Energy options will be addressed through a community-wide 
approach to help offset costs and to integrate energy standards into all aspects of Burke Station.  

Public Space: 

The Burke Station neighborhood will be designed with an integrated network of bike/pedestrian paths 
linking a series of plazas, community gardens, and a community center. The existing Town of Burke Park 
will continue to provide recreation space for the neighborhood. A network of plazas will accentuate the 
urban character of the neighborhood, provide needed public space, and accommodate a variety of social 
activities. The concept behind the linked plazas network is to provide a safe and enjoyable atmosphere for 
all residents and visitors.  

Neighborhood Association: 

A neighborhood association is essential to achieving the goals set forth in the vision for Burke Station. 
Collaboration between developers, city planners, and existing and future residents is necessary to make this 
community a success. A challenging but necessary step will be to include both existing and future residents 
in the planning process. There are several audiences that can be tapped into to start building a base of 
future residents such as colleges and universities, grocery co-op shoppers, green-techs and existing city, 
non-profit organizations, and professional organizations.  

Burke Station, Madison 

The future Burke Station development is located on the northwest corner of the Northeast Neighborhood 
area. The development site contains approximately 100 acres of developable property. See the Location 
Map, Existing Land Use Map, and Future Land Use Map for a better visual understanding of the development 
area. This property will be annexed into the City of Madison from the Town of Burke by the year 2036. 
This property provides many opportunities for development; the few existing constraints (e.g. steep slopes, 
hydric soils, and wetlands) will be incorporated into this Plan. See the Constrained Development Map in the 
Public Space Chapter for a better visual understanding of the incorporation of existing constraints into this 
Plan. The planned development for Burke Station will take place in three phases. The phases will be timed 
depending on demand, with the first phase of development anchored near the Burke Station Rail Hub. See 
the Development Phases Map for a visual understanding for the phases.  
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Vauban, Freiburg 

Freiburg, Germany is one of 
Madison’s sister cities. 
Vauban is a 94 acre car-free 
sustainable community 
located on Freiburg’s south 
side. The community is 
located on the site of former 
French military barracks, and 
has approximately 2000 
housing units that house 
approximately 5000 people.  
 
The main objective of 
Vauban was to create high-
quality building spaces for 
young families in the City’s 
territory utilizing a dense 
urban design concept. There 
was a preference for private 
builders instead of (big) 
investors with the goal of 
creating a diverse housing 
stock. High energy standards were required for all houses and a central co-generation plant with wood 
chips was implemented. The development was designed with public transport as a necessity. A car-free 
project, combined with alternative mobility options such as a community car-sharing program and tram 
routes (a new tram connecting Vauban to the rest of the City was built in conjunction with the 
development) created a public-transit focused community. Ensuring a short distance from residences to 
social and commercial infrastructure (child care, school, shops) was central to the physical planning of 
Vauban as well as centrally located market places, neighborhood centers, and extensive green belts and 
public space.  
 
The City of Freiburg initially owned the entire site, and eventually sold pieces of it, lot-by-lot, to future 
residents who partnered with developers. The community is anchored with co-housing units; groups of 
future residents came together with the intent of creating a co-housing community. The groups then 
picked their lot and looked for a builder. At least 50 co-housing units have been created, and are mixed in 
with multi-family dwelling such as apartments, townhouses, and condominiums. All buildings are 3-4 
stories.  
 
The Vauban community took a total of 11 years to plan and develop (1995-2006) and was impemented in 
three phases. Non-profit and neighborhood associations played a critical role in developing and 
implementing the project plan. The cost to the City of Freiburg for creating and developing Vauban was 
only 3-5% more than the cost of a traditional development in the City.  

Vauban Site Plan 
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LOCATION MAP 
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EXISTING LAND USE MAP 
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FUTURE LAND USE MAP 
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DEVELOPMENT PHASES MAP 
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) 

The Burke Station TOD will include both 
a TOD core and a TOD periphery. 
General placement and design guidelines 
for residential and commercial 
development will vary depending upon 
whether they are located within the TOD 
core or TOD periphery.  

chapter two: TRANSPORTATION 

Background 

This Plan envisions Burke Station as a car-lite community that heavily capitalizes on reliable light rail transit 
service to downtown Madison. The City of Madison Transport 2020 Plan indicates light rail service taking 
approximately 25 minutes from Burke Station to downtown Madison. This is approximately half the time a 
Madison Metro bus currently takes.  Residents are encouraged to live car free and utilize the new rail 
system.  However, this does not exclude car ownership entirely.  Those who choose to own cars will have 
parking available in parking lots located on the periphery of the community, but will have to pay 
appropriate parking fees. 

Transit Oriented Development: 

The general definition of transit-oriented development 
(TOD) is a set of transit-centered policies and physical 
plans that encourage transit use within a ½ mile of a 
transit station.  The standard practice in most plans is to 
divide this transit oriented development zone into two 
areas: a TOD core (within ¼ mile from the transit 
station) and a TOD periphery (between ¼ mile and ½  
mile from the transit station).  See TOD Proximity Map 
for a depiction of the TOD zones. 

TOD Zoning: 

A TOD should be an officially designated mixed-use zone with specific density and floor-area ratio 
requirements.  Concord, North Carolina provides a successful example of density requirements, with a 
requirement of 25-40 units per acre in the TOD core, and 15-25 units per acre in the TOD periphery.   
For non-residential units, floor-area ratio becomes the guide (0.70 – 1.20 in the core and 0.5-1.0 in the 
periphery). See table: Burke Station TOD Density Requirements. 

Parking: 

This Plan envisions parking as a resource that is a revenue-generator for the neighborhood and priced 
according to market principles.  It also allows residents the choice of car ownership, but does not subsidize 
that choice; residents must pay for the privilege through parking fees.  Thus, residents in this community 
will be encouraged to live car-lite. Burke Station will also be a destination for others, and this Plan 
recognizes that fact.  Metered parallel parking along major streets on the boundary of the neighborhood 
will exist in order to provide parking for visitors, as well as add to an ambiance of a vibrant commercial 
area. The major streets we refer to in the Burke Station area are: Reiner Road, between Burke Road and 
the train tracks; and Burke Road between Felland Road and Reiner Road.  

Car-Sharing: 

Car-sharing programs, such as Community Car in Madison, WI, are a growing area for transportation 
demand management.  Car-sharing provides some of the benefits of private car ownership without the 
need for private car parking or the burdens of maintenance. Burke Station should encourage car-sharing 
through certain policies (free car-sharing parking and designated spots).  A private company will ultimately 
decide service provisions and prices. Car sharing will be a valuable element of this community. 
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Rail stations can play a key role in anchoring transit-oriented 
development communities. 

 

Goal, Objectives, and Policies 

Goal: 

Provide a range of transportation options that includes light rail and alternative transportation amenities 
(bike paths and sidewalks) so that each resident has mobility options. 

Objectives: 

1. Create a community that has mobility options beyond the automobile and is designed as a Transit 
Oriented Development. 

2. Achieve complete streets design for major roads that are human-scaled and incorporate multiple 
modes of transportation. 

3. Reduce demand for automobile infrastructure, including parking. 

Policies: 

1. Create design guidelines for all streets in this area that limits the width of streets, ensures that non-
motorized transportation is included in designs, and includes infrastructure for pedestrians and 
bicycles. 

2. Establish a designated limited access road system in the residential areas. 
3. Provide a system of parking structures for residents and visitors. 
4. Price parking efficiently to maximize parking revenues and discourage auto use. 
5. Encourage car-sharing through partnerships and parking policies. 

Recommendations & Programs 

Follow Transit-Oriented Development 
Requirements: 

Transit-oriented development refers to 
development patterns and zoning ordinances 
pertaining to land within a half-mile from a major 
transit station.  TOD districts should encourage a 
mixture of residential, commercial and 
employment opportunities.  TOD zoning allows 
for mixed-use, and more intense use of land.  Key 
characteristics of TOD’s are a reduction in auto 
dependence, compact development, balance of 
types of uses, pedestrian orientation and 
walkability. 
 
The TOD is divided into two parts.  The TOD 
core is the highest intensity of use and within ¼ 
mile from the transit station.  The TOD periphery 
begins to taper off the intensity of uses and is 
between ¼ and ½ mile from the transit station 
 
Strong TOD ordinances allow for a mixing of residential and non-residential in both the TOD core and 
TOD periphery zones, but do not prescribe the amount of land that needs to be allocated to each use.  
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Complete Streets 

Complete Streets is a New Urbanism 
concept that indicates streets should 
be designed with multiple uses in 
mind: auto, pedestrian, and bike.  
Complete streets include bike paths, 
pedestrian-friendly crosswalks and 
sidewalks, lighting and landscaping. 
For more details and further case 
studies see the following website:   
www.completestreets.org. 
 

Ordinances do regulate density and floor or area ratio in TOD sub-districts. The following table shows the 
Burke Station TOD density requirements; they are modeled after successful zoning requirements: 
 

Burke Station TOD Density Requirements 
 

Established Limited Access Road 
Network DENSITY (Units per Acre) 

TOD Core  
(0-0.25 miles from transit station) 25-40 

TOD Periphery  
(0.25-0.5 miles from transit station) 15-25 

 
This Plan’s TOD vision includes a designated limited access street system in residential areas. 
 

Discourage Thru Traffic in Residential Areas: 

The residential areas at Burke Station will be designed to discourage thru traffic on the streets.  This Plan 
envisions these streets as having minimal vehicular traffic.  They will be narrowed, and incorporate design 
elements such as speed bumps and cobblestone pavement to slow traffic and enhance the aesthetic vitality 
of the streetscape.  On-street parking will be prohibited in this area.  The only traffic allowed on these 
streets will be access only traffic, defined as emergency, delivery, and personal vehicles for loading and 
unloading purposes only (such as moving furniture or dropping off and picking up people).  There is 
possibility for legal mechanisms of enforcement, but those may not be necessary. Design, such as the 
narrow streets, circulation patterns, and bumpy pavements will discourage these streets from being used 
for thru traffic purposes.  The unavailability of street parking will also discourage drivers from using these 
streets.  Signage will provide the final communication mechanism to drivers that these streets are not to be 
used as thru traffic. 

Implement Complete Streets: 

Burke Station incorporates some major roads as well.  The 
major roads of concern are Reiner Road, between Burke Road 
and the train tracks; and Burke Road, between Felland Road 
and Reiner Road.  These road segments will incorporate 
complete street guidelines into their future designs. 
 
Complete streets is a concept that streets ought to have a 
focus beyond the automobile and that non-auto modes of 
travel need to be included in street design.  Ordinances do not 
typically prescribe exactly what the street widths should be, or 
how non-auto modes will be included, but they mandate that 
transportation planners and engineers consider them. 
 
The following ordinance from the City of Seattle should serve 
as a template for Madison:   

♦ Section 1. [Transportation Agency] will plan for, design and construct all new City transportation 
improvement projects to provide appropriate accommodation for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, 
and persons of all abilities, while promoting safe operation for all users, as provided for below. 
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♦ Section 2. [Transportation Agency] will incorporate Complete Streets principles into: the Department's 
Transportation Strategic Plan; Seattle Transit Plan; Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plans; Intelligent 
Transportation System Strategic Plan; and other [Transportation Agency] plans, manuals, rules, 
regulations and programs as appropriate. 

 

 

 

Establish a System of Parking Structures and Pricing Policies: 

Parking Lots :  

Because all residents at Burke Station will live in limited access residential areas, this Plan provides parking 
to residents who choose to have a car through a system of structured lots.  The structured lots are to be 
placed such that residents are within ¼ mile of them, placing the lots within a reasonable walking distance 
from homes. 

One parking structure south of Nelson Road will be designated for residents only.  The second parking 
structure, located near Burke Station, will provide parking for residents, commuters, visitors, and residents’ 
guests. In the future, a third lot may be developed on the southeast side of Burke Station to meet further 
demand. Parking lots are shown on the Phase Development Map, and indicate in which phase of development 
they will be constructed.   

Parking Pri c ing:  

Parking should be priced in the TOD, with no free parking, thereby discouraging auto use.  Residents in 
the area will be allowed to have designated permits that allow them to park in designated spots in 
structured lots, but these permits will also be rationed and priced appropriately.   
 
For visitor parking, three strategies should be employed in the Burke Station area: time-based pricing, 
vehicle-occupancy pricing, and vehicle-type pricing: 

♦ Time-based pricing establishes various parking prices for different times of the day. Metered parking 
along major roads and structured parking lots can establish time-based pricing.  These parking spots 
cost more during peak hours and cost less during off-peak hours. 

♦ Vehicle-occupancy pricing is a strategy for parking structures to promote high occupancy vehicle 
usage.  Vehicles receive a discount for having more than one passenger. 

Example of complete streets 
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Example of a car-sharing program 

♦ Vehicle-type pricing charges different rates for different vehicle types.  Compact cars, fuel efficient and 
electric cars may receive parking discounts.  This can also be applied to car-sharing programs and 
providing free parking to officially designated car-sharing vehicles. 

Achieve Vehicle Demand Management Through A Car-Sharing Program: 

Car-sharing is a member-based service where members have access to a set of designated vehicles that can 
be reserved as needed.  Members often pay a monthly fee and a mileage fee when they use a vehicle.  In 
the City of Madison, Community Car provides car-sharing services to the downtown area.  It is our vision 
that partnerships with Community Car, or another car-sharing company, can bring this service to Burke 
Station. 
 
Car-sharing reduces the demand for cars by allowing residents to live a car-lite lifestyle while still enjoying 
some of the benefits of car ownership on an as-needed basis.  Members do not have to pay separate 
insurance or maintenance; instead, they use the car when they need to do things like go to the doctor or 
pick up groceries.  Car sharing is not a cost efficient form of commuting to and from work on a daily 
basis.  Rather, it fills the gap in between car ownership and being completely reliant on transit, walking and 
biking. 
 
Certain policies can be implemented to encourage 
car-sharing. The first is priority car-sharing parking: 
free parking on meters and in lots, as well as 
designated car-sharing parking spots. This strategy is 
in place in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, 
and serves to encourage car-sharing.  The second 
policy would be to provide marketing subsidies to 
Community Car in this neighborhood by allowing 
discounted advertisement on buses and in public 
areas.   
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TOD PROXIMITY MAP 
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chapter three: HOUSING 

Background 

Housing will be an integral part of Burke Station. In order to create a vibrant community, the development 
must attract a diverse population to the area. Burke Station will offer affordable housing options. 
Additionally, because this development will decrease the residents’ need for cars, and reduce utility costs, 
the amount of money they have to spend on housing should increase. Furthermore, the neighborhood 
association will work with developers, governmental programs, and non-profit organizations to provide 
specific types of housing, such as graduate student housing, senior housing, and co-housing.  
 
Housing has become increasingly expensive in Madison. Therefore, it is essential to create a community 
that has ample affordable housing. “The median price of a home in Madison jumped from $83,000 in 1991 
to $205,000 in 2005” (Madison Area Community Land Trust website). Madison Area Community Land 
Trust has successfully worked with neighborhood groups, Urban Open Space Foundation, and the City of 
Madison to implement affordable housing at Troy Gardens. Visit the Madison Area Community Land 
Trust website for more information on their programs: www.affordablehome.org.  

Goal, Objectives, and Policies 

Goal: 

Provide a range of housing styles and sizes in Burke Station for residents with all types of needs, and with 
a density acceptable for a transit-oriented development. 

Objectives: 

1. Achieve high-quality housing that incorporates energy efficiency.  
2. Include community space in all buildings’ design. 
3. Design specific living communities to meet the needs of a diverse population.  
4. Achieve appropriate density for TOD development. 

Policies: 

1. Require a diverse array of housing in Burke Station including but not limited to: senior living 
communities, graduate student living communities, work-live units, co-housing units, and ample units 
for singles, couples, and families (including granny units). 

2. Require each building to include shared yards or gardens and provide ample space for residents to 
gather and interact (e.g. study rooms, large lobbies, recreation rooms, exercise facilities). 

3. The housing within a ¼ mile of the transit station should achieve close to 25-40 units per acre. The 
housing between ¼ mile and ½ mile of the transit station should achieve 15-25 units per acre (see the 
Burke Station TOD Density Requirements table in the Transportation Chapter). 

4. Work in conjunction with land trusts to create affordable housing for the general population and with 
the University of Wisconsin -Madison to create affordable university-owned graduate housing. 
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Housing Densities 

Recommendations & Programs 

As Burke Station develops and housing is built, the community must plan for public facilities such as 
schools, day care, medical clinics, libraries, post office(s), a community center and emergency response 
facilities (Fire, Police, EMS). The neighborhood association should work in conjunction with builders to 
meet housing needs based on demographics. These demographics will also drive what type and the 
amount of community facilities needed. For example, a large graduate student population may require a 
larger library while a large family population will require more school and daycare space.  

 Achieve Density Appropriate Density for TOD Development: 

As discussed in the Transportation Chapter, relatively high housing densities are key to successful TOD 
developments. The diagram below depicts various drawings of housing densities. The recommended 
density for housing located in the TOD Core zone is 25-40 housing units per acre (drawings F and G). 
The recommended density for housing located in the TOD Periphery zone is 15-25 housing units per acre 
(drawings D, E, and F). See the TOD Proximity Map in the Transportation Chapter for a visual depiction of 
the location of TOD zones in Burke Station. 
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 Existing Graduate University Housing 

There are currently only three sources of graduate university-run student housing in Madison, WI. The 
Harvey Street Apartments is a complex that has 47 units for single graduate students. Eagle Heights is a 
community that has apartments for graduate student families and houses about 3000 residents. It also 
has a neighborhood center and community garden. University Houses is the third source of housing for 
graduate students, but the housing is also open to faculty and academic staff. For more information on 
all three of these programs visit: http://www.housing.wisc.edu/universityapartments/index.html. 

Partner with Affordable Housing Programs: 

Partnering with programs that offer financial support for the implementation and upkeep of affordable 
housing will enable Burke Station to meet its goal of providing housing for various income levels. Possible 
affordable housing programs to partner with can be viewed at: 

♦ WHEDA has a variety of for consumers: 
http://www.wheda.com/. See this page for information on financial help for builders and 
homeowners who build green. http://www.wheda.com/CAT_MF/green.asp 

♦ HUD also offers assistance in the form of Section 8 vouchers. 
http://www.hud.gov/offices/pih/programs/hcv/ 

♦ MGE also offers grants and assistance to builders who are committed to green building. 
MGE provided $68,000 in funding through its Neighborhood Revitalization Grant program to Stone 
House to help pay for a rooftop solar water heating system and on photovoltaic panels that send about 
$5,000 worth of electricity annually back to the grid. The green building apartments lower utility costs 
to the renters. “We typically award a grant to only one major multifamily project a year, and we want it 
to lead the market in its use of energy-efficient designs and products,” said Mark Faultersack, MGE 
residential services manager. The article is available in its entirety at: 
http://www.madison.com/archives/read.php?ref=/tct/2008/10/08/0810080062.php.  
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chapter four: OFFICE & COMMERCIAL 

Background  

There are several existing privately owned businesses in the Burke Station area—most of which are taverns 
or private day-care centers. These existing businesses can be incorporated into the Burke Station design as 
long as they abide by guidelines set forth in this Plan.  
 
In order to support a transit-oriented, car-lite development, it is necessary to ensure residents will be able 
to meet their daily needs within walking distance of their homes. Keeping this in mind, the office and 
commercial space in Burke Station will be located near dense residential areas and the inclusion of 
live/work units will be required. Businesses aimed at meeting daily needs include, but are not limited to: 
grocery stores, food co-ops, dry cleaners, florists, restaurants, retail, etc. Locally-based private businesses 
will be the focus of the Burke Station business sector, however, chain stores will be used to anchor the 
community businesses as long as they abide by the same strict design guidelines as the other businesses.  

Goals, Objectives, and Policies 

Goal: 

Create a community centered around shops and small enterprises, handicrafts/enterprise zones, studios, 
and live/work units.  

Objectives: 

1. Create office and commercial development in Burke Station that will provide residents with the 
possibility to work near where they live. 

2. Create a community where business and commercial development is located within walking distance of 
residences in order to enable residents to meet daily needs without having to leave the community.  

3. Provide a diverse array of office and commercial business that will attract both residents and visitors.  

Policies: 

1. Create an ordinance that allows for work/live units within Burke Station. 
2. Provide incentives for non-chain businesses to locate within Burke Station. 
3. Create a business improvement district that will work to attract a diverse, locally-based variety of shops 

and enterprises and will encourage offices to locate within the community. 
4. Utilize a minimal number of chain businesses (who must follow Burke Station design guidelines) to 

anchor the locally-based businesses within the community.   
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Model Live/Work Ordinance 

1. Live/work units are permitted in all commercial [and mixed use] zones.  
2. Any commercial use permitted in the zoning district applicable to the property is permitted in the live/work 

unit.  
3. Live/work units at street level are prohibited where single-purpose residential structures are prohibited.  
4. Where permitted, live/work units located at street level are subject to the development standards for 

ground-floor retail or commercial establishments as follows: 
a. A minimum of 80 percent of a structure’s street front façade at street level shall be occupied by 

nonresidential uses.  
b. A minimum of 51 percent of the portion of a structure’s street front façade that contains required 

nonresidential use shall be at or above sidewalk grade.  
c. In districts where live/work units are permitted at street level, the live/work unit shall have a minimum 

floor-to-floor height of [13] feet.  
d. Live/work units that exceed [2,000] square feet must have at least two exits.  
e. Within each live/work unit, the living area shall not exceed [one-third] of the total floor area of the unit.  

Source: Model Smart Land Development Regulations; American Planning Association, March 2006. 

Example of Live/Work Units 

Recommendations & Programs  

Create an Ordinance Allowing Live/Work Units in Burke Station: 

“Live/work unit” means a building or spaces within a building used jointly for commercial and residential 
purposes where the residential use of the space is secondary or accessory to the primary use as a place of 
work. The City of Madison shall create an ordinance to permit live/work units in areas zoned for 
commercial and mixed use in order to allow for the development of said units in Burke Station. The 
emphasis of live/work units should be on maintaining the commercial character of the district while 
allowing some residences. Creating such an ordinance recognizes that entrepreneurs and creative 
professionals in new media and more traditional businesses are seeking ways to integrate their home life 
and work life. See call-out box for examples guildelines from a model live/work ordinance. 
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Source: visitdowntownmadison.com 

Case Study: Pearl District 

In 2004, live/work units were implemented in an area of Portland, Oregon known as the Pearl District. 
According to the developer, live/work units are the “key building blocks for the up-and-coming 
neighborhoods.” The live/work units were also given credit for activating street life in the Pearl District. 
The property manager of the live/work units explained that most live/work units are purchased before 
other ground-floor retail space. They [live/work units] attract retailers earlier in the project because people 
are able to visualize what the neighborhood is going to look like. In order to ensure that the businesses 
would not adversely affect the developer’s other commercial tenants, residents had to clear their plans with 
the Property President before the shop could open. The live/work units attracted everyone from music 
instructors to hair salons, art galleries, photographers, and development consultants. This information was 
obtained from an article in the Daily Journal of Commerce (Portland, OR) August 25, 2004.  

Create a Business Improvement District: 

The creation of a Business Improvement District (BID) in the Burke Station community will enable the 
community to market the district as a whole, create a welcoming and unique environment, and further 
relations between community residents and visitors. A Burke Station BID can aid in business recruitment 
and retention that will lend to creating a diverse array of businesses that reflect the goals and aspirations of 
maintaining the Burke Station character as a car-lite, green, community that prides itself on locally-owned 
businesses. The BID will be responsible for marketing the district not only to potential businesses, but also 
potential residents—where residents will want to live near their businesses within Burke Station. BID 
funds may also be used to enhance the Burke Station environment by implementing planters, holiday 
lights, and other aesthetically pleasing decorations.  

Case Study: Madison’s Central Business Improvement District: 

The City of Madison currently has one BID, the Madison Central Business Improvement District, which 
was founded in 1999. This district encompasses 
State Street and the Capital Square area. The BID is 
home to hundreds of shops, boutiques, galleries, 
restaurants, pubs and taverns, and museums. The 
BID Board of Directors is appointed by the Mayor 
and includes property owners, business owners, 
residents, and more. The goals of the BID are to 
maximize marketing, create a welcoming 
environment, and enable and maximize community 
relations. For more information on the Madison 
Central Business Improvement District visit: 
www.visitdowntownmadison.com. 
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chapter five: GREEN BUILDING DESIGN 

Background 

The neighborhood will be designed to create low-impact development and facilitate human interaction 
within the community and natural environment. The design, construction, and operation of buildings 
consume a significant portion of our available energy and resources. Energy and resource consumption 
can be radically reduced through efficient building design, specification of sustainable materials, utilization 
of efficient systems, context sensitive site plan, and proactive approach to community design. Burke 
Station buildings will aim to facilitate social activity and create a sense of community.  

Goal, Objectives, and Policies 

Goal: 

Use green building design to achieve superior building performance, minimize environmental impact, and 
facilitate community interaction.  

Objectives: 

1. Orient and design buildings to facilitate community interaction. 
2. Design and select building systems to minimize energy consumption and achieve zero net-energy. 
3. Select materials and finishes that do not compromise indoor air quality. 
4. Select materials and finishes that result in minimum lifecycle environmental impact. 
5. Design building sites that mimic natural landscapes and utilize natural stormwater management best 

practices. 
6. Building design should facilitate and encourage car-lite lifestyle. 
7. Building design should enhance the pedestrian experience. 
8. Minimize water consumption. 
9. Harvest and utilize rainwater and graywater. 

Policies: 

1. Design buildings to significantly exceed energy code efficiency requirements. 
2. All units shall utilize energy recovery ventilation systems, and are encouraged to use radiant heating 

systems. 
3. Building construction waste should be recycled and otherwise diverted from landfills to the greatest 

extent possible. 
4. Site plan shall utilize Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Best Management Practices (BMP) 

to capture and treat stormwater runoff from 90% of the average annual rainfall. 
5. Landscape shall consist of native species and free of irrigation from potable sources. 
6. Roofs shall be equipped with greenroofs to the maximum extent practical. 
7. All plumbing fixtures shall meet or exceed U.S. EPA low-flow standard. 
8. Buildings shall be designed to capture rainwater from roof and graywater from residences for reuse. 
9. Minimize exterior lighting and adhere to dark-skies standards. 
10. Materials should be specified that are from regional sources, and contain high recycled or renewable 

content. 
11. Materials should be specified that contain minimal Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s) or other 

indoor air quality contaminants. 
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 Resource Consumption 

In the United States, buildings account for: 
72 percent electrical consumption 
39 percent total energy consumption 
38 percent of all carbon dioxide emissions 
40 percent of raw materials use 
30 percent waste output (construction, renovation,  

and demolition waste) 
14 percent of potable water consumption 
 
Source: U.S. Department of Energy website 

 

12. Materials should be specified from sustainabley-harvested sources. 
13. Developer should seek third-party sustainable design certification system, such as LEED. 

Recommendations & Programs 

Energy Efficiency: 

Buildings account for 72 percent of annual 
electrical consumption in the U.S. A significant 
portion of this electricity is produced from carbon 
fuels, introducing negative environmental and 
climate impacts. Energy consumption can be 
significantly decreased through high performance 
design, building systems, and appliances selection. 
Significant financial savings may be realized 
through energy efficiency strategies. See the 
Renewable Energy Systems Chapter for additional 
design recommendations. 

Indoor Air Quality: 

Indoor Air Quality is identified by the U.S. EPA as one of the top five environmental concerns. On 
average, people spend 90 percent of their time indoors, where they are exposed to airborne contaminants 
including chemicals emitted from building materials, finishes, furniture, and cleaners. Such contaminants 
have been linked to many respiratory infections and diseases and other human health concerns, especially 
in children. To reduce or eliminate these concerns, select materials and finishes and design strategies that 
result in superior air quality. 
♦ All air conditioned spaces shall meet the exceed requirements of Sections 4 through 7 of the American 

Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 62.1-2004, Ventilation 
for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality by 30%. 

♦ All units shall have installed energy recovery ventilators (ERV) with Health and Environmental 
Protection (HEPA) air filtration systems. 

♦ All interior finishes, adhesives, and materials specified shall contain as little VOC or other indoor air 
contaminants as possible.  

♦ All paints, coatings, and adhesives used on the interior of the building shall not exceed VOC content 
limited established in Green Seal Standard. 

♦ Flooring shall be natural linoleum, wood, ceramic tile, masonry, concrete, or carpet. 
♦ After construction is complete, and prior to unit occupancy, perform a building air flush-out. 

Material Sourcing: 

Green building materials and products are those that have superior environmental performance as 
compared to conventional materials in one or more dimensions. Integrating green materials into projects 
reduces the environmental impacts associated with the extraction, transport, processing, fabrication, 
installation, reuse, recycling, and disposal of these building industry source materials. 

♦ Materials that have been extracted, harvested, and manufactured within 500 miles of the project site 
should be preferentially selected whenever possible. 

♦ Reused, salvaged, and refurbished materials should be preferentially selected whenever possible. 
♦ Materials which have high recycled content, or comprised of rapidly renewable resources, should be 

preferentially selected whenever possible. 
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Example of a rain garden 

Select Sustainable Design Definitions 

Bioswale – landscape drainage course technique 
designed to remove silt and pollution from surface 
runoff using natural vegetation. 

Dark Skies –lighting techniques and standards used to 
reduce light pollution. 

Drawdown – the lowering of the water level of a well, 
reservoir, etc. 

ERV - a type of mechanical equipment that features a 
heat exchanger combined with a ventilation system for 
providing controlled ventilation and reduces energy loss. 

Graywater - Water that has been used for showering, 
clothes washing, and faucet uses that can be reused for 
irrigation, toilet flushing, and other non-drinking uses. 

Green Roof - growing roof system using soil and 
vegetation to absorb rainwater and carbon dioxide, 
provide insulation and habitat for birds. 

Potable Water - Water of a quality suitable for drinking. 

Rain Garden – Landscape feature utilizing native plants 
to capture stormwater and facilitate infiltration. 

VOC – Volatile Organic Compound, wide range of 
chemical compounds found in many products, some of 
which can be harmful. 

 

♦ Wood and wood-based materials and products should be certified in accordance with Forest 
Stewardship Council’s (FSC) Principles and Criteria or equivalent. 

Water Conservation: 

Water is a scarce resource in many parts of 
the U.S. and in the world. With predicted 
population growth and projected climate 
change, water is expected to become an 
increasingly limited and costly resource in 
Wisconsin, and throughout the world. 
Groundwater aquifers in Dane County are 
already experiencing drawdown, negatively 
affecting regional surface waters, springs, 
streams, wetlands, and other sensitive 
habitats. Treatment of wastewater is also 
an energy intensive process that introduces 
negative downstream environmental 
impacts. Water conservation strategies can 
reduce water-system impacts from human 
development. Conserving water has the 
added benefit of reducing energy costs 
through less energy used to heat water.  
♦ All installed water fixtures shall meet 

U.S. EPA Low-Flow designation. 
♦ All toilets should be composting or 

dual-flush models; with accompanying 
correct usage signage in commercial 
restrooms. 

♦ All buildings shall be designed to 
capture, filter, store, and reuse 
rainwater from all roof areas for non-
potable use. 

♦ Buildings should utilize graywater 
capture, filtration, storage, and reuse 
for non-potable uses. 

Site and Storm Water: 

Building and neighborhood site design can 
either facilitate or inhibit social activity and 
sense of community. Site design impacts 
stormwater quantity, quality, and runoff 
patterns that can create negative and costly 
impacts on natural and human systems.  
♦ Site plan shall capture and treat 

stormwater runoff from 90% of the 
average annual rainfall using Wisconsin 
Department of Natural Resources 
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Dockside Green, Phase I (image: Windmill Development) 
 

(DNR) Best Management Practices (BMP). 
♦ Native plant perennial landscapes should replace turf grass wherever possible and be highly diverse. 

These should be placed lower than walkways and not mounded. 
♦ The landscape installed shall consist of native species requiring minimal irrigation, fertilization, and 

maintenance. 
♦ Site design should limit impermeable surfaces; walkways should be produced from semi-pervious 

brick. 
♦ Site design should direct runoff toward rain gardens and bioswales. 
♦ Integrate child play areas, community gathering spaces, and gardens into site plans. 
 
Pursue LEED Certification for Neighborhood and Buildings: 
 
The Leadership Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating system, developed by the U.S. Green 
Building Council, has quickly become the standard in sustainable design. LEED is not a design strategy, 
rather a system of benchmarks used to evaluate building performance and environmental impact. A 
comprehensive 2008 survey of existing LEED buildings conducted by the New Buildings Institute showed 
that the average LEED certified commercial building consumes 24% less energy than the national average. 
By committing to LEED certification before the project begins, a developer can select and work with a 
design team to realize building performance goals.  
 
Sustainable Design techniques and technologies have not reached full market penetration, and it therefore 
has been concluded by some that building a high-performance facility will incur significant added costs. 
However, a 2007 Davis Langston study found that “there is no significant difference in cost for green 
buildings as compared to non-green buildings.” The key element of keeping incremental cost down has 
been identified as an integrated design team with experience working with sustainable design techniques 
and technologies. 

Dockside Green Case Study: 

Dockside Green is a 1.3 million square 
foot mixed-use community under 
development on a 13 acre brownfield 
site in Victoria, Canada. Upon 
completion, the development will have 
26 buildings and house approximately 
2,500 people. The project seeks to 
design each building to achieve LEED 
Platinum certification, utilizing 
techniques such as district space and 
water heating burning biomass and on-
site bioreactor treatment of sewage.  
 
Additional sustainable design and 
management practices include: extensive 
green roofs that collect and filer 
rainwater for use in site irrigation and 
non-potable building use, eventually releasing it into a system of creeks and wetlands; native plants used 
for all landscaping; connectivity with regional bike trails; reserved car-share parking; setting aside units to 
be maintained as affordable housing; community garden space; all materials and finishes are certified zero- 
or low-emission of indoor air contaminants; high efficiency appliances and lighting; building monitoring 
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system that can adjust lighting, heating and cooling, and monitor energy and water consumption as well as 
indoor air quality.  
 
Following completion of Phase One, final calculations estimate that the construction costs were 1.0 to 1.5 
percent higher than conventional “to-code” development. Savings are expected to exceed additional costs 
in a very short time frame. By including the on-site biological waste treatment system, the project avoided 
paying municipal sewerage impact fees. The development is designed to be 60% more energy efficient than 
standard construction that will result in financial returns throughout the life of the buildings. The 
developer, Windmill Development, has also written that the ambitious performance standards have made 
it far easier to get municipal approvals. 
 
Phase One of Dockside Green was completed in Spring 2008 and received LEED Platinum certification, 
earning 63 out of 70 possible points. Dockside Green is also a pilot project for LEED for Neighborhood 
Development.  
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chapter six: RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS 

Background 

A Renewable Energy Community is a reinvented community to meet untapped customer needs for shelter 
and transportation with minimal environmental impacts, stable energy costs, and a sense of belonging 
(defined by National Renewable Energy Laboratory). The incorporation of Renewable Energy Systems 
(RES) allows this community to move toward energy independence along with creating a positive impact 
on the environment. This community has the ability to benefit all of its members by reducing the cost 
reduction of energy rates and by providing a long-term efficient supply of energy.   
 
The Development of a Renewable Energy Community requires the integration of the following 4 main 
components:  

♦ Sustainable Design – coordination with planners, builders, and developers to create a community 
around the existing environment and attract residents that believe in the principles set for by the 
community. 

♦ Microgrid – Community energy generation that could include solar, wind or any other local renewable 
energy system.   

♦ Advanced and Energy Efficient Transportation- incorporating and providing energy efficient and 
alternative transportation means (see Transportation Chapter). 

♦ Utility Role Expansion-maximizing renewable energies acceptance and implementation through 
community-utility cooperation and promoting RES throughout the grid. (e.g. producing energy as a 
community to lower the cost to the individual). 

Madison ’s  History  wi th RES Poli cy  & Zoning 

Madison has historically been progressive with regulations pertaining to renewable energy systems. 
Following the energy crisis of the late 1970’s, the city built the foundation for a city-wide implementation 
of renewable energy systems.  The first statute was adopted in 1982 for solar systems and updated to 
include wind systems in the early 1990’s.  Madison has established and coordinated with many programs 
such as MadiSUN, Wisconsin’s Focus on Energy, and other incentive programs which assist in the 
implementation of and education concerning renewable energy systems.  Recently in October of 2008, 
Madison officially passed its first renewable energy ordinance. 

Current  Regu lat ions  and Guide l ines for RES: State  and Local 

♦ State: 
 Solar and Wind Access Laws:  

Wisconsin has multiple laws to protect residents’ rights to install and operate a solar or wind 
energy system. These laws and regulations cover local zoning restrictions, private land use and 
owner operator rights.  The access laws were established in 1982, with wind added in 1993. 
(www.dsire.org)  

 Wisconsin Wind Ordinance Model for Towns, Counties and Municipalities:  
In 1982, Wisconsin created a model ordinance for wind energy systems and facilities. The purpose 
of the ordinance is to provide a regulatory scheme for the construction and operation of wind 
energy systems and facilities within municipalities, subject to reasonable restrictions, which will 
preserve the public health and safety.  This model will provide a framework for Burke Station to 
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Example of Solar Housing 

use in creating their detailed 
ordinance and assist them in 
successful wind energy system 
implementation. (www.dsire.org) 

 Wisconsin Small System Wind 
Energy Ordinance: 
Assists local municipalities with 
items such as technical language, 
ordinance layout and proper 
procedures for the implementation 
of their small wind ordinance. 
(www.dsire.org) 

♦ Local: 

 City of Madison Renewable Energy 
Systems Ordinance:  
The city of Madison has recently 
written a renewable energy 
ordinance amendment.  The new amendment will allow community members to install a wind or 
solar system as easily as any other minor structure on their property (e.g. a shed or garage).  The 
amendment describes the restrictions on the size of the wind turbine or solar system, setbacks, 
height, access per situation, and other critical site placement elements. 
(www.cityofmadison.com/planning/plan.html) 

 Solar in City Planning Guidelines-Madison: 
Guides local regulation to facilitate solar access.  It requires east-west orientation of the street 
networks for new subdivisions, specific tree placement, and the proper use of open space. 
(www.dsire.org) 

 MadiSUN Program 
The program has the focus of promoting solar systems for homes and businesses.  Their goal is to 
double solar hot water heaters and solar photovoltaic systems in Madison by 2011 through the use 
of incentive programs. (www.cityofmadison.com/sustainability/City/madiSUN) 

Goal, Objectives, and Policies 

Goal: 

Design a neighborhood that integrates increased energy efficiency and renewable energy options 
throughout the community. 

Objectives: 

1. Increase energy efficiency in residential and commercial buildings through zoning, design, and 
incentives. 

2. Reduce dependence on traditional energy systems by using a community-based approach to 
incorporate renewable energy systems throughout the neighborhood.  

Policies: 

1. Implement zoning that would enable diverse alternative energy systems to be located within Burke 
Station. 
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Example of Energy Efficient Home Design 

Photovoltaics 

Photovoltaic refers to a technology 
that uses a device (usually a solar 
panel) to produce free electrons 
when exposed to light, resulting in 
the production of an electric 
current. 

2. Provide developers, builders, and residents’ access to and knowledge of local, state, and federal energy 
incentives. 

3. Design a community layout to include green/passive buildings in order to minimize energy 
consumption.  

4. Integrate energy systems into multiple uses such as shading, roofing, lighting, and transportation needs 
(e.g. solar photovoltaic equipment integrated into building overhangs for roofing, shading and energy 
supply). 

5. Work with the neighborhood association to develop a renewable energy co-operative. 
6. Coordinate with MG&E to facilitate an energy plan. (The Neighborhood Association Chapter also 

discusses partnering with MG&E for increasing energy efficiency within Burke Station.) 

Recommendations & Programs 

Require Energy Efficient Home Design:  

One of the easiest and most efficient means of reducing energy use is creating and enforcing strict home 
and building design guidelines. By requiring that buildings meet high-energy standards it is possible to 
significantly reduce energy demand.  

♦ Require that all homes and buildings 
be designed and oriented to take 
advantage of passive solar heating and 
lighting opportunities.  

♦ Thoughtful landscaping is essential to 
allow for maximum exposure to 
sunlight.  

♦ Natural shading should also be 
incorporated to limit the need for 
cooling. 

♦ Install high efficiency furnace, air-
conditioners and water heaters. 

♦ Require high efficiency construction 
standards such as windows, doors, and 
insulation. 

♦ Homes should be constructed to 
incorporate energy efficient appliances 
and lighting fixtures. 

♦ Require that non-essential lights and 
appliances be shut off when not in use 

(e.g. office lighting at night).  
♦ Buildings should be designed for the 

maximum integration of solar 
photovoltaics. 

By combining these standards with 
compact, transit-oriented development 
residents can reduce their energy needs 
while also experiencing a unique sense of 
place within their community. See the Green Building Chapter 
for additional green building guidelines. 
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Incentives for Renewable Energy Systems: 

Federal 
♦ Business Energy Tax Credit 
♦ Renewable Electricity Production Tax Credit 
♦ Renewable Energy Production Incentive (REPI) 
♦ Residential Energy Conservation Subsidy Exclusion  (Corporate) 
♦ Residential  Energy Conservation Subsidy Exclusion (Personal) 
♦ Energy Efficiency Tax Credit 
♦ Residential Renewable Energy Tax Credit 
♦ U.S. Dept of Energy – Loan Guarantee Program 

State 
♦ Energy Independence Fund Grant and Loan Program 
♦ Focus on Energy – Renewable Energy Cash-Back Rewards 
♦ Focus on Energy – Renewable Energy Grant Programs 

(www.dsire.org) 

Example of Passive Design 
Image from U.S. Department of Energy 

Utilize Passive Building Design: 

As defined by the U.S. Department of Energy 
passive solar building design uses a structure's 
windows, walls, and floors to collect, store, and 
distribute the sun's heat in the winter and reject 
solar heat in the summer. It can also maximize 
the use of sunlight for interior illumination.  

Large south facing windows (aperture) are 
combined with construction materials that 
absorb and slowly release the sun’s heat. The 
longest walls run from east to west to provide 
for the most south facing exposure. Design 
elements, such as roof overhangs, are used to 
block the most intense summer heat. 

Form a Community Energy 
Cooperative: 

In many instances it is more economically and structurally feasible to coordinate renewable energy systems 
at a community level rather than on an individual basis. A neighborhood renewable energy cooperative 
could be developed in conjunction with or by the neighborhood association. The co-op would allow a 
group of interested individuals to come together in order to promote, generate and/or purchase 
community wide opportunities for reducing energy dependence while also providing education and 
assistance to residents.  

Case Study: Citizens 
Energy Cooperative 

Citizen’s Energy 
Cooperative (CEC) is a 
renewable energy 
cooperative whose mission 
is to provide the people of 
Wisconsin with the 
opportunity to take an 
active role in producing 
and using clean energy. 
The co-op strives to 
accelerate the use of 
renewable energy systems 
in communities, promote 
local job growth and 
provide diverse energy 
sources. CEC has helped 
communities install renewable 
energy systems onto commercial buildings, schools and universities, hotels and community facilities. For 
more information visit the Citizen’s Energy Cooperative website at: 
http://solar.madisonwi.us/cecofwi/index.html 
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chapter seven: PUBLIC SPACE 

Background 

The City of Madison has an extensive open space and trails system. The Parks Department administers 
over 260 city parks and a vast network of bike trails. These are recognized as great amenities to the 
residents of Madison. In 1996, Madison was voted the best place to live in the United States by Money 
Magazine, and the extensive parks and trails system is partly the reason why. A new development must 
compliment and enhance the existing parks and trails network. 
 

Goal, Objectives, and Policies 

Goal: 

Create an integrated network of public spaces; plazas, a community garden, and a community center linked 
by bike/pedestrian pathways that incorporate environmentally sensitive features in order to provide a safe 
and enjoyable way for residents to commute, recreate, and interact.  

Objectives: 

1. Connectivity- Achieve connectivity of public spaces using bike/pedestrian pathways. An integrated 
network of public spaces will enhance the urban character of the neighborhood and accentuate the car-
lite philosophy behind the TOD by providing alternative modes of travel for residents. 

2. Public Safety- Achieve public safety through the design of public spaces. Plazas shall be located in 
areas with a mix of uses and will serve as destination points linking residential, commercial, office, 
park, and entertainment uses. 

3. Sense of Community- Establish a sense of community by creating a network of open spaces that 
connect people through shared activity spaces. A community garden and community center are two 
activity centers designed to help nurture a neighborhood identity shaped and shared by all residents 
through social interaction.  

Policies: 

1. Create design guidelines for bike/pedestrian pathways that include widths, lighting, and surfacing 
requirements that provide a safe environment for commuter and recreational users. 

2. Encourage the Neighborhood Association and/or BID to be responsible for financing the 
maintenance and seasonal expenditures (such as snow plowing) of the bike/pedestrian pathways, 
plazas, and community gardens.  

3. Create design guidelines for plazas that require plazas to have a focal point (such as a fountain, statue, 
native planting or trees) and to include seating integrated in the physical design of the plaza. Design 
guidelines will also define the mix of uses that must border a plaza. Performance and design standards 
shall be included to define the appropriate uses bordering a plaza as well as standards for outdoor 
retail/markets. 

4. Design and provide educational opportunities, to be overseen by the neighborhood association, in 
conjunction with gardening in the community garden.  

5. Preserve and enhance the existing Town of Burke Park.  
6. Zone community center site for public use.  
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Plaza Design Guidelines 

Austin, Texas Guidelines for Plazas: These guidelines 
provide recommendations for plaza design that 
focuses on issues of safety, circulation, seating, visual 
complexity and plantings. The guidelines are mostly 
general to allow for variation but can also be specific 
(eg. Provide one linear foot of seating per each 
perimeter foot of the plaza). For more information 
visit the City of Austin website:  
www.ci.austin.tx.us/downtown/designguidelines.htm 

Community Gardens 

Troy Gardens is a development on the North side of 
the City of Madison. Part of the development is a 
community garden. The community garden is 
operated using a set of rules including mandatory 
volunteer hours. They have a price scale for renting 
plots as well as rules concerning garden use. (For more 
information visit the Troy Gardens website at: 
www.troygardens.org) See the Neighborhood 
Association Chapter for specific guidelines utilized by 
Troy Gardens.  

 

7. Incorporate environmentally sensitive features (such as steep slopes and wetlands) into bike/pedestrian 
pathways. 

8. Zone areas containing environmentally sensitive features as conservation districts in order to protect 
the natural environment.  

9. Actively utilize conservancy districts, ownership, and stream-lined incentive packages in order to 
implement the public spaces strategies outlined in this Plan.  

Recommendations & Programs 

Design and Implement Bike/Pedestrian Pathways: 

The car-lite concept is dependent on residents having alternative modes of travel. The Burke Station 
Neighborhood is located at a future commuter rail station enabling access to longer distance travel. To get 
around the neighborhood and the local area there will be a network of local bike/pedestrian pathways 
connecting to the bike path system indicated in the Open Space Plan for the Northeast Neighborhood. 
This network of local bike/pedestrian pathways will connect plazas, the community garden, and the 
community center. Through the implementation of design guidelines these pathways will be a safe mode 
of travel for local and regional commuters and recreational users.  
 

Design and Implement Plazas: 

The concept of an urban TOD necessitates 
concentrated development in close proximity 
to a commuter rail stop. To enhance the urban 
character of the Burke Station Neighborhood 
a network of small plazas is envisioned to 
provide needed restive areas. The plazas will 
be destinations along the bike/pedestrian 
pathway. The placement and design of these 
plazas will help make the plazas focal points 
within Burke Station. Through the 
implementation of design guidelines these 
plazas will frame and accentuate the built 
environment around them as well as create 
arenas for social interaction and the formation 
of a neighborhood identity.    

Design and Implement Community 
Gardens: 

The community gardens augment the reduced 
open space of the concentrated development 
around the commuter rail stop. The gardens 
will be owned/operated/and maintained by 
the neighborhood association who will rent 
garden plots, run educational programs and 
other operations (e.g. summer market) that it 
deems appropriate. Community gardens are a 
sustainable land use, provide an additional 
food source for residents, and are an avenue 
for building community identity.   
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Existing Town of Burke Park, 2008 

Hydric Soils 

Hydric soils are soils that are 
formed under conditions of 
saturation, flooding, or ponding 
long enough during the growing 
season to become characteristically 
saturated.  

Preserve and Enhance 
the Existing Town of 
Burke Park: 

The existing Town of Burke 
Park will remain a community 
park for Burke Station. 
Ownership of the Town of 
Burke Park will be transferred 
to the City of Madison by 
2036. There is space for 
residents of all ages to meet 
their informal recreational 
needs. The existing Town of 
Burke Park has a jungle gym, 
picnic area, informal playing 
fields, a trail, and a scenic 
island with covered bridge. 
The continuous preservation 
and enhancement of the Town 
of Burke Park will be carried 
out by the City of Madison 
Parks Division. The following enhancements may be considered for the park:  

♦ Frisbee golf course 
♦ Wheel-chair accessible playground equipment 
♦ Pavilion with grilling pits to accommodate outdoor, large-group gatherings 
♦ Basketball court or other formal sports field 

Design and Build a Community Center: 

The community center will be a City of Madison building, managed by the neighborhood association, and 
will be the potential location for a post office, public library, computer lab, child care facility and/or other 
social/public services. The community center will be a shared community space and a forum for cultural 
and social activities. There will be meeting rooms, a banquet/dance hall, and outdoor areas available for 
rental for weddings, festivals, markets, and so forth. The community center will be a place for after school 
clubs and dancing groups; a place for a diverse community to share their diverse interests. 

Incorporate Environmentally Sensitive Features into Bike/Pedestrian Pathways: 

Environmentally sensitive features are landscape features that are 
unsuitable for development. They include steep slopes, wetlands 
and hydric soils. These areas have been identified on the 
Constrained Development Map and are best to preserve because they 
accentuate the unique character of Burke Station. The public is 
protected from natural hazards by avoiding development in these 
areas. Incorporating these features into the bike/pedestrian 
pathways will protect them from development and protect the 
natural systems they are a part of. 
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Implement Conservancy Districts, Ownership, and Stream-Lined Incentive 
Packages: 

♦ Conservancy Districts: 
Conservancy districts will be implemented to protect environmentally sensitive features such as steep 
slopes, wetlands, and hydric soils. These areas will be zoned as conservation lands that allow their 
incorporation into bike/pedestrian pathways. 

♦ Ownership: 
The neighborhood association will purchase the public spaces from the developers at the time of 
development and will be responsible for the design, construction and maintenance of these areas. 

♦ Stream-lined Incentive Packages: 
For developers whose projects will be integrated into the public spaces network, stream-line the 
development application process.  This provides the incentive for developers to take the necessary 
steps to integrate open space into the public spaces network. 
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CONSTRAINED DEVELOPMENT MAP 
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chapter eight: NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION 

Background  

A neighborhood association is essential to achieving the goals set forth in the vision for Burke Station. 
Collaboration between developers, city planners, and residents is necessary to make this community a 
success. A challenging, but necessary step, will be to include residents in the planning process. There are 
several audiences that can be tapped into to start building a base of future residents such as college and 
university students, grocery co-op shoppers, green-tech employees and members of existing city, non-
profit organizations, and professional organizations.  

Goals, Objections, and Policies 

Goal: 

Create a public forum, in the form of a neighborhood association, in order to satisfy public participation 
needs and achieve a gradual evolutionary planning and implementation process.  

Objectives: 

1. Create a neighborhood association for the Burke Station development. 
2. Realize the vision for Burke Station through the implementation and use of a neighborhood 

association. 

Policies: 

1. Actively market the area to a wide-range of populations through city-association relations, using 
multiple forms of media. 

2. Create guidelines/standards for leasing community garden plots. 
3. Create contracts and standards for a car-sharing program usage. 
4. Manage the operation and maintenance of public spaces in conjunction with the City of Madison Parks 

Department. 
5. Work with the potential Burke Station BID on attracting desired businesses to the area.  
6. Form a partnership with MG&E to implement and manage energy efficient systems described in the 

Renewable Energy Systems, Green Building Design, and Housing Chapters. 
7. Utilize the association as a liaison between the residents and the city to ensure the proper development 

and implementation of this Plan.  
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Areas of Responsibility within Burke Station: 

The Neighborhood Association will have several responsibilities within Burke Station. As discussed 
throughout this Plan, the Neighborhood Association responsibilities will be, but are not limited to, the 
following:  

♦ Manage the operation and maintenance of public spaces in conjunction with the City of Madison 
Parks Department. 

♦ Work with a local car-sharing company to provide services to residents, and design incentive 
programs for use of the service. 

♦ Manage the community gardens, which includes the oversight of garden plot assignments and the 
outlining of permitted and prohibited uses within these plots.  

♦ Work with the potential Burke Station BID to attract desired and diverse businesses to the area.  
♦ Manage renewable energy systems and associated infrastructure. 
 

  

Recommendations & Programs 

 

Create Guidelines for Leasing Community Garden Plots: 

The Neighborhood Association is responsible for creating guidelines for the leasing of community garden 
plots. Garden plots that are located on private property will not fall under the jurisdiction of the 
Neighborhood Association’s guidelines. The Neighborhood Association may consider utilizing the 
following guidelines currently being implemented at Troy Gardens in Madison, WI and on plots governed 
by UW Extension in Milwaukee County: 

Plot Rental: 
♦ A maximum of 2 plots per family are permitted. 
♦ Regular plots are 10’ x 20’ and beginner plots are 10’ x 10’. All first-year plot renters will be assigned a 

beginner plot. After one year of successfully tending their beginner plot, as deemed by the 
Neighborhood Association, renters may move up to a regular plot.  

 
Cost of Rental: 
♦ The Neighborhood Association will set the price for plot rental whereas the beginner plots will be half 

the price of the regular plots.   
♦ A volunteer option will also be available in lieu of payment for renting plots. This option will require 

volunteering in the form of, but not limited to, maintaining compost piles, cleaning and renting garden 
tools to renters, and working on mulch and seed distribution days. The Neighborhood Association will 
work with the renter to design a volunteer option appropriate for him or her.  

 
Plot Regulations: 
♦ Plants higher than 4’ need to be located in the center of garden plots so as not to shade your 

neighbor’s plot. 
♦ All gardens are organic.  
♦ Markers provided by the Neighborhood Association indicated plot number must remain in the garden 

plot.  
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Neighbors work together in an urban community garden 

♦ Individuals assigned a regular plot can choose to 
rent plots from April to October or a plot that 
runs year-round. Individuals assigned a beginner 
plot are only permitted to rent the plot from 
April to October. 

♦ Individuals assigned a regular year-round rental 
may request the same plot each year so they can 
grow perennial fruits and vegetables. All other 
plot renters are not guaranteed the same plot the 
following year.   

 
Permitted and Prohibited from Gardens: 
♦ The Neighborhood Association will identify a 

list of problematic plants to be prohibited from 
garden plots (e.g. perennials, trees, horseradish, 
mint, and other root plants). 

♦ All plants not identified as prohibited shall be 
considered permitted within the garden 
plots.  

♦ The Neighborhood Association reserves the 
right to, at any time, deem a plant prohibited 
from the garden plots.  

♦ Pets, herbicides, plastic mulch, fresh manure, 
and plastic orange fences are prohibited from the gardens at all times.  

Market Burke Station to a Wide-Range of Audiences: 

The Neighborhood Association will market Burke Station to a wide-range of audiences prior to and after 
the completion of the development. Marketing the neighborhood attracts people interested in living a 
dense, car-lite, environmentally-conscious community that will help realize the vision for Burke Station. 
Successful marketing of Burke Station will demonstrate to developers that there is a demand for a 
community such as Burke Station. All forms of media should be considered as tools for marketing Burke 
Station such as: local newspapers, public access television, radio advertisements, flyers, and so forth. The 
following populations are considered likely to be most receptive to the Burke Station vision and lifestyle 
and should be targeted for marketing:  

♦ College and university graduate students, faculty, and staff 
♦ Grocery co-op shoppers 
♦ Community car users 
♦ Nearby business employees 
♦ Existing city and non-profit organizations’ members 

Partner with MG&E to Implement Energy-Efficient Systems in Burke Station: 

Madison Gas and Electric (MG&E) is an important part of the Madison community. MG&E employees 
are members of every Chamber of Commerce in the area and fill leadership roles on their boards. Its 
employees also participate in Madison planning councils, assist with funding, and serve on committees. 
MG&E also assists in community development throughout the Madison area. It provides grants to help 
build energy-efficiency in affordable housing and supports businesses in becoming more energy-efficient. 
See the MG&E website for more details: www.mge.com/about/community. 
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Resources for Creating and Implementing a Neighborhood Association in Madison, WI 

City of Madison: 
At the time this Plan was written, there were 120 neighborhood associations in Madison. The City offers 
technical assistance for neighborhood leaders and offers grants to neighborhood associations to build 
capacity at the local level. The following website lists City of Madison contacts and links to existing 
neighborhood associations and application forms for creating a new neighborhood association: 
www.ci.madison.wi.us/neighborhoods/index.htm  

Private Resource: 
The Neighborhood Design Center (NDC) is a private, non-profit firm offering consulting services to 
neighborhoods that desire to improve their communities and achieve a sustainable way of life. The NDC 
utilizes a collaborative design process that brings people together to identify common visions and goals. 
The NDC facilitates interactive workshops that measure financial environmental outcomes and 
feasibilities. The NDC operates with a vision that matches the vision of Burke Station and should be 
considered as a resource in helping Burke Station realize its goals as a community.   

  

 At the time of writing this Plan, several developers owned land within the Burke Station area. Partnering 
with MG&E may be a way to provide incentives for the developers to abide by the guidelines set forth in 
this Plan. For example, partnering with MG&E to assist in providing and/or implementing energy-efficient 
systems within Burke Station will lower costs for developers because the developers will no longer have to 
cover these implementation costs. This situation becomes a winning situation for all parties involved: (1) 
MG&E is able to prove its commitment to providing communities with energy-efficient products, will be 
the service provider for Burke Station, and will profit off of the excess energy production; (2) Developers’ 
costs are lowered because MG&E will either assist with the products and/or implementation there of; and 
(3) Burke Station residents are provided with energy efficient systems, they save money on energy bills, 
and a monthly billing system will be set up through MG&E. The neighborhood association will serve as a 
liaison between MG&E, the City, and developers throughout this process.  
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